CloudShare Virtual IT Labs

Highly Customized Hands-On
Training from Anywhere
CloudShare provides the industry’s most
comprehensive solution for control and
management of all your virtual IT training
in the cloud. Create the ideal learning
environment for your specific software
solution, spun up in minutes with our step
by step wizard, and facilitating superb
performance on-demand, anywhere in the
world. And you can connect it with any LMS.

Instructor-Led Training
Engaging virtual classes for an unlimited

Why Virtual labs
Virtual labs add flexibility
and control to software
training, increasing
participation and
engagement levels
by overcoming the
limitations of distance
learning or physical
classrooms.

Self-Paced Training
Study at your own speed -- anytime, anywhere.

number of students.

Technical Certification

Events

Utilize virtual labs for certification and

Fully-scalable training solutions for global

accreditation.

virtual conferences with hands-on sessions.
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Easily Replicate a Real World
Training Environment
Build a true replica of your production environment complete with
network configuration on the cloud, ideal for SaaS training or hybrid
solutions. No re-architecture needed.

Automatic handling of each aspect

Wizard-based environment creation,

of cloud environment configuration

with VM import capabilities for your

for a class, from setup to teardown.

existing machines, as well as a vast
out-of-the-box template library.

Include virtual appliances such as

Build classes once and save their

network switches, firewalls or ports,

environments as templates, creating

as well as utilizing native nested

blueprints for instant reuse or

virtualization.

customization.

Custom invitations prompt students

Classes can be scaled to any number

to instantly launch completely

of students, backed by the power and

isolated environments in their web

flexibility of worldwide data centers,

browser. No downloads, plugins, or

including commodity clouds.

added software.
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Deliver Instant Training on
Top of the Public Cloud
Spin up your environment on the public cloud directly from
CloudShare, and get the might of the cloud alongside the flexibility
and control of the industry’s most advanced virtual labs solution.

Provide transparent access to the

Facilitate cross-platform hybrid cloud

leading commodity Clouds, AWS,

training from a single screen, with an

Azure and GCP.

easy to use browser-tab format.

Easy out-of-the-box integration,

Students access your lab from

such as access to the AWS console,

anywhere in the world, regardless of

Azure portal, or GCP admin console,

geographical location.

directly from CloudShare platform.

Tightly manage usage, including

Automatically stay up to date with

both machine and user controls to

cloud provider changes or updates.

keep cloud costs to a minimum.
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Create Feature-Rich
Virtual Labs
Think total personalization. Each instructor has full control over the
student lab experience, tightly structured to suit individual requirements.

Conduct as many classes as you

Customize, localize and brand your

need simultaneously, each with their

virtual labs, making them your own.

own unique requirements.

Easily reuse existing class templates

Embed a wide variety of interactive

and content, modify or add new

content, from images and videos to

content and resources.

URLs and more.

Multi-step class option supports

Students enjoy the most intuitive

different environments tailored for

multi-language virtual environment

progressive steps in a single course

viewer available, with the widest

— all configured and accessed

selection of UI features in the industry.

within the same class.
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Utilize Instructor-Led or
Self-Paced Solutions
Comprehensive, yet simple-to-configure solutions for a wide variety of
training use cases, both instructor-led, or to facilitate self-paced learning.

Free up staff from tedious

Allow an instructor to monitor

administrative tasks, enabling

each student’s performance and

them to concentrate on preparing

participation in real time with live

outstanding courses and best

thumbnails of each environment.

supporting students.

Advanced instructor controls include

A simple email address and

over-the-shoulder zoom-in, chat,

passphrase combination gives the

take control, and the ability to share

student access to both the instructor-

or broadcast a specific screen.

led classroom, and unlocks individual,
unaided self-paced learning.

Students can learn on their own
schedules. The environment will be
automatically torn down after a preset amount of time.
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A Secure and Cost-Effective
Training Solution
Control costs with intelligent usage tracking, and automatic suspend
and delete capabilities, removing resources and environments when
they’re not in use.

Each student receives an isolated,

Reduce direct costs by automating

on-demand sandbox environment,

course administration processes —

with no access to the rest of the

from sending invitations, to

network, and total work privacy

tracking responses, to measuring

from the rest of the class.

work performed.

Eliminate redundant tasks and

Easily integrate with other training

save time with automatic user

productivity tools and LMS, using

and environment provisioning at

robust APIs and the CloudShare pre-

any scale.

built Zapier interface.

Built-in dashboards and analytics

Prevent delays with full connectivity

make it easy to understand

testing and automatic screen

environment usage, track costs

resolution adjustment before a class.

per class and compare class-toclass performance.
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About CloudShare
The world’s easiest-to-use virtual labs for software training, sales
demos and POCs

CloudShare advanced lab solutions were built to accelerate business growth. Think demos that
convert, POCs that prove value, training that leads to retention, and testing and development that
perfectly mimic real-world environments. Make it your own, by customizing exactly what you need
across servers, networking, storage and software. Easy to set up, automatic to tear down, ondemand, and available anywhere you have an internet connection - CloudShare virtual labs add
value right out of the box.
Check out more information at www.cloudshare.com.
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